2D to 3D conversion software
PSD 3D Converter

PSD 3D Converter converts a multilayered PSD file to several stereo viewpoints, that are used
for lenticular image creating. Take the layered Photoshop file to generate any number of views. Besides every layer can contain a depth map in the layer mask. The layered Photoshop file with the
depth maps looks like in this picture:

Designer’s task is:
-

Split the image to the layers;
In-paint the invisible fragments;
Draw the depth maps for the layers.

Layer parallax is for the 2D layer shift, Depth map parallax is for the depth size.
Possible to generate the frames in part, turn on/off the layers:

Possible to add the rotation and zoom effects:

There are three options for the saving the frames:

Click Preview button to can see the result:

You can turn on the Anaglyph preview (Settings -> Preview settings…)

Flatten frames are loaded in MultiViewer program automatically. Please, install this free software.

In MultiViewer you can crop the frames, shift the stereo window and send the frames to the interlacing software: PhotoProjector Easy, or PhotoProjector, or PhotoProjector Plus.
You can run PSD 3D Converter and PhotoProjector using the command line.

PSD 3D Converter, MultiViewer and PhotoProjector, or PhotoProjector Easy,or PhotoProjector Plus tie together.

Bas-relief

Bas-relief is intended for 2D to 3D conversion using the depth map.
The application opens two images: one is a coloured flat image, the other is its depth map, which
shows us what areas are closer to us, and what are more distant. The white area is located at the
foreground, the black one is at the background. Thereby, the general task is the acceptable depth
map creating.
Application creates the anaglyph image, ViewMaster, Cross Eyed, several viewpoints for the lenticular image, ChromaDepth image (you need ChromaDepth glasses to see this images www.chromatek.com). There is the batch processing too.
The program makes the splitting to the layers using the depth map levels. This PSD file may be
used in PSD 3D Converter.
The program generates the 3D images using four algorithms for the filling the gaps: copy pixels,
blooring, mirror pixels, in-paint algorithm.
Lenticular views are loaded in MultiViewer program automatically.
So Bas-relief, MultiViewer and PhotoProjector, or PhotoProjector Easy,or PhotoProjector
Plus tie together too.
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